Every works car to be sent with this set up. (unless customer has specified their preferences)

Dampers | Springs/Preload | Dampers | Corner weights/Ride Height
---|---|---|---
Bump: +7 | FARB | Bump: +7 | Front diffuser H
Bump HS: +10 | Soft 15.8mm | Bump HS: +10 | 40mm
Rebound: +30 | Medium 19mm | Rebound: +30 | |
Packer Gap: 6mm | Hard 22.2mm | Packer Gap: 6mm | |
+3 | X Hard 22.2mm black | 110/100 +3 | |

Dampers | RARB | Dampers | 
---|---|---|
Bump: +6 | Soft 12.7mm | Bump: +6 | Rake mm
Bump HS: +20 | Medium 15.8mm | Bump HS: +20 | 12mm
Rebound: +25 | Hard 19mm | Rebound: +25 | |
X Hard 22.1mm | |
Super hard 22.1 black | |
100/100 | 100/100 | |

Tyre Pressure (cold)/(Hot)

PADS

SR8 Gearing

Short
Medium
Long
X long

SR3 Gearing

3.409
3.235
3.071
2.917

SR1 Gearing

FRONT REAR

Dive planes: 1

Rear bi wing

Dive planes: 1

Rear bi wing

PADS

Comments
Spa and monza 31 psi rear
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